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EUROPE, November 13, 2007– BenQ today expands its WXGA business projector lineup 
with the BenQ MP 730 - a native WXGA projector that delivers widescreen versatility to 
corporate and education users. The BenQ MP730, with 2200 ANSI lumens, delivers excellent 
image quality and is able to deliver high definition images with its HDMI connector along 
with a seamless combination of projection technologies including Texas Instrument’s 
BrilliantColor™ Technology, 3D color management and Wall Color Correction technology. 
The MP723 also features an elegant midnight black high gloss and leather mixed surface with 
a detachable key pad aesthetic design, which is ideal for making presentations. 

The BrilliantColor™ Technology brings a 50% increase in 
brightness of mid-tone colors, resulting in more vibrant, precisely 
rendered colors. The 3D color management offers adjustments to 
red, green, blue, cyan, magenta, and yellow independently for 
hue, saturation, and value. In addition, the Wall Color Correction 
function corrects the output colors in accordance with the color of 
the wall on which the image is projected, reflecting colors in its 
true form. Apart from offering high brightness and brilliant image 
quality, the BenQ MP730 also comes equipped with an array of 

user friendly features, including a detachable key pad that allows consumers to easily secure 
the projector; a HDMI connector for high definition images and a top access lamp door design 
that is convenient for lamp replacement and maintenance. 

Other user-friendly features include the Lamp Care that allows users to turn on and off the 
projector within a short period of time without worrying that the lamp might be damaged, the 
Splash Screen Lock function that allows users to capture company logos or favorite photos as 
splash screen and lock it; Quick Auto Search that allows fast source connections so that there 
is no waiting period; and the Power On/Off Tone feature that provides a convenient projector 
status reminder to the user. Furthermore, the Presentation Timer effectively assists the user in 
keeping track of the time, so that presentations always end on time. 
 


